
Summer precaution
Due to introduction of LWR/CWR in track certain amount of tensile/compressive 
stress are generated In the rail depending upon the rail temperature. Since 
buckling of track is far more dangerous than rail fracture, the distressing 
temperature has been chosen so as to have lower compressive stress in the rail 
at the maximum temperature. Distressing temperature (Td) for 52kg/60kg rail 
has been fixed as Tm+5 to Tm+10 &minimum temp. is allowed to the rail, Hence 
the rail & weld have to be strong enough to withstand the maximum tensile 
stress  generated in the rail to avoid rail/weld fracture.



SEMINER  ON RAIL BUCKLING IN SUMMER 

• Buckling is in simple terms curvature in straight rail  due to rise in longitudinal  compressive stress in summer 
particularly between 13 Hrs to 15 Hrs. Due to introduction of LWR/CWR in track certain amount of 
tensile/compressive stress are generated In the rail depending upon the rail temperature. Since buckling of track is far 
more dangerous than rail fracture, the distressing temperature has been chosen so as to have lower compressive 
stress in the rail at the maximum temperature. Distressing temperature (Td) for 52kg/60kg rail has been fixed as Tm+5 
to Tm+10 , Hence the rail & weld have to be strong enough to withstand the maximum compressive stress  generated 
in the rail due to rise in temperature leading to Buckling to rail, generally this temperature is near about 55 degree for 
condition of  track structure present in Malda Division Zone III -61 to 70 degree. So be alert to stop the train above 
this temperature and impose speed restriction of stop dead immediately and  15 KMPH only after piloting by PWI. 
Please follow DO and Don't of LWR Manual. The drivers to stop the train when he sees such type of distortion of track 
ahead.



The rails/weld fail when worst combination of bending tensile stress & thermal tensile 
stress take place, which exceeds the tensile strength of rail/weld.
Rail/weld fractures due to generation of internal defects or due to corrosion etc, have 
direct impact on the safety. They are potential safety hazard. Rail/weld fracture have 
been a matter of concern in recent past due to increasing number of such fractures & 
their effect on train operation. Consistent effort is required to reduce such incidences 
as
i) Rail/weld fracture may lead to derailment
ii) It affects the punctuality of train
iii) It  eats away engineering time allowance

‘RAIL FRACTURE SUSPECTED CAUSE FOR MANGLA EXPRESS DERAILMENT



CAUSE OF RAIL/WELD FRACTURE

I) Fatigue failure: This type of failure is due to Age/GMT carried by the track. 
Such type of failure occurring under dynamic loading is called Fatigue 
failure.

ii) Failure due to Corrosion: Corrosion is the combined result of the material 
characteristics (atmospheric corrosion, pitting corrosion, stress corrosion, 
soil corrosion or underground corrosion ) Also corrosion occurs at liner 
contact area for which failure takes place due to loss of cross section of the 
rail flange.

iii) Failure at fish plated joint: The fish bolt holes & bond holes at rail ends 
weaken the rails. During lubrication of rail joints , opportunity should be 
taken to observe the rail ends carefully for any  fine crack.



iv) Handling of rail: Any carelessness in loading , handling & laying of rail, 
specially of 90UTS is liable to cause fracture



V)  Weld  Failure:
( a) At  SKV Weld : Failure due to defects generated during welding 
process(Lack of fusion, blow hole inclusion, slag inclusion, sand inclusion, 
misalignment, cupped joints and corrosion at weld collar.

(b)  Flash Butt Weld: Some of the defects generated  during welding 
at Flash butt Welding plant may lead to fracture such as oxide 
inclusion, copper penetration, lack of fusion. poor joints, notches 
adjacent to welding joints during finishing by hot chiseling &grinding 
after welding or due to corrosion at weld collar.



Remedies to check Rail/Weld failure: 
Analysis of rail/weld fractures should be done to identify  the block sections 
which are  fracture prone and to identify the reasons for fracture so as to 
preventive action  as deemed fit. 

PREVENTIVE ACTION

A) Short term action plan:

i) Provision of joggled fishplates to support old AT/SKV weld  
ii) Provision of new fittings near SKV/AT weld
iii) Through weld    renewal
iv) Changing of gauge face
v) Provision of fish plates with two bolts at liner bite locations 
vi) Casual renewal of rails at heavily corroded locations
vii) Visual examination of rails/welds
viii) Painting of rail &weld collar 
ix) Distressing to be done to the LWR/CWR portion of the track which are 

laid at high temperature or distressed at high temperature  as well as 
unusual behavior of SEJ is existing   

x) Quality of of USFD examination (Each fracture should be analyzed 
&effectiveness of USFD examination judged)



B) LONG TERM

i) Incidence of rail fracture/failure(5th drawl of rail/10 km in a year due to rail    
fracture/rail flaws detected by USFD   testing in IMR or REM)

ii) Wear on rail 
a) Limit of wear of 52KG rail is 6 percent &for 60 KG rail is 5 percent
b) Due to corrosion: Corrosion beyond 1.5 mm in the web &foot 

may be taken as the criterion for wear due to corrosion.
iii) Precautions during execution of SKV weld,(proper squaring of sleeper 

&packing at welded joints ,painting of new welded joints, inspection of  
SKV weld with bolt hole)

iv) Proper care during Flash butt welding at Flash butt Plant.
v) Proper handling of 90UTS rails
vi) Painting of rail along with through rail renewals.
vii) Utilization USFD tested rail for repair of rail/weld fracture.
viii) Quality of USFD testing to be improved



CONCLUSION: Consistent effort is needed for reduction in rail/weld 
fracture not only by TRR, Provision of joggled fishplate, Provision of new 
fittings near weld, TWR etc but also by improving quality of SKV &Flash 
butt welding, Proper  handling of rail and initial and maintenance anti-
corrosive painting of rail so as to eliminate the cause of failures at first 
place.



PATROLLING: Patrolling is essential item to introduce during winter season 
in LWR/CWR track. On LWR/CWR track where excessive concentration of 
Rail/Weld failures has taken place and /or large numbers of IMR /OBS rails 
have been detected, cold weather patrolling has to be introduced at night 
and early morning hour.  Cold weather patrolling will be done for the hours 
when rail temperature remains below Td-30 degree centigrade for LWR 
track and during early morning hours for other nominated vulnerable 
locations. Cold weather patrolling shall be introduced at( Td-20 degree 
centigrade) for CC+8+2T route. Patrolling is done by Patrolmen and by Key 
man
To monitor the performance of the cold weather patrolmen, footplate 
inspection by respective Officers and Sr. subordinates should be conducted 
in such a way that each section of the Division is covered at least twice a 
week.
During patrolling, patrolmen have a very important role to visualize the 
problems and protect the track.



ROSTER OF KEY MAN: During winter the duties of key man have to be 
roistered from 5.00 hrs to 9.00 hrs and 10.00hrs to14.00hrs, so as to give a 
Morning shift for detection of early morning cases of rail fractures. The Key 
man will out inspection one round of his beat looking for any Rail/Weld failure 
or crack.



BEAT OF PATROLMAN:
Single line;- One patrol man for 2 km
Double line for LWR/CWR;---One  patrol man for  1 km of UP &DN Road.
Duties of Patrolman;- He will walk over his beat slowly along one rail in one 
direction and on the other rail in return direction ,On double line, he will 
repeat this procedure alternately on UP &DN track . He will be vigilant and look 
out for rail &weld failure. He will also notice the gaps of SEJs if fall in his beat. 
In case he notices a rail/weld failure or gap at SEJ becomes more than the 
designed maximum gap, he will take immediate action to suspend the traffic 
and protect the line. After protecting the track the patrolman will arrange for 
making emergency repairs to pass the traffic immediately.
Patrol man should have with him the following essential equipments;-
a) 10 fog signals in a tin case
b) Two hand signal lamps or two Tri-colour torch
c) One match box
d) Two red flags and one green flag
e) One three-cell electric torch
f) One staff
g) One number plate
h) Patrol book
In addition to above equipments patrol man should keep the contact number 
of ASM/on duty and Engg Cnl and JE/SE/SSE (Sectional &inch) with him



ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY SM/ASM ON DUTY: 
SM/ASM on duty will collect the mobile number from  Patrolmen performing 
duty between two Stations
ii) He will take the attendance of patrolmen and then he will put his signature on 
the patrol book
iii) He will check the position of patrol men frequently through mobile to know 
their where abouts.
iv) If any patrol man does not turn up within 30 minutes as given in patrol chart, 
the ASM/SM on duty will immediately impose a caution of 10 kmph and report 
the matter to Control and SSE/Inch
Maintenance of SEJ:
Once in fortnight SEJ shall be checked, packed & aligned, if necessary oiling& 
greasing of tongue rail & stock rails of SEJ &tightening of fastenings shall be done



Typical rail surface defects: rail cracks



Typical rail surface defects: rail spalling Typical rail surface defects: rail corrugation



THE   END


